MOUNT OLIVE SOCCER CLUB
23rd ANNUAL HALLOWEEN CLASSIC
Saturday October 22, 2016 – AGES U08-U11
Saturday October 29, 2016 – AGES U12-U15

2016 RULES OF COMPETITION

GENERAL:
The tournament is scheduled for Saturday, October 22, 2016 (AGES U08-U11) and Saturday October 29, 2016 (AGES U12-U15).
Every effort will be made to play games as scheduled, however, it may be necessary to shorten games or reschedule games.
Coaches will be notified as soon as possible in the event of cancellations or schedule changes.

- The tournament is being conducted for the enjoyment of the players. The goal of the tournament committee is for players, coaches and spectators to have a safe, enjoyable weekend of soccer. We expect all involved to show the highest standard of sportsmanship.
- Additionally, the MOSC does not permit dogs & pets at any field locations for the safety of spectators & participants. Violators will be asked to remove pets from the field areas and/or turned away upon arrival to game locations.
- All games will be played in accordance with FIFA laws, except as specifically superseded by these rules.
- All decisions of the referee and the tournament committee are final. There will be no protests or appeals.
- AGES U13 – U15 will use a 3 ref system. AGES U8 – U12 will use a 1 ref system.
- If in the opinion of the tournament director, the conduct of any team, its coaches or supporters do not meet the standards of sportsmanship appropriate for youth soccer, the team may be barred from further participation in the tournament. There will be no refund of fees or costs in the event of expulsion. A full report will be sent to the appropriate state association and league.
- Neither the tournament committee, the Mount Olive Soccer Club, nor any sponsor will be liable for any expenses incurred by tournament participants if the tournament is canceled for any reason.
- Furthermore, the Tournament Committee’s interpretation of the foregoing rules and regulations shall be final and the Tournament Committee reserves the right to rule on all matters pertaining to the tournament. The Tournament Committee assumes no responsibility and/or liability for the merchandise and/or services provided or sold by vendors or any other person.
- Finally, all players, coaches and team officials must be insured by their own club while participating in this tournament. If the tournament is canceled before the first game, a portion of the registration fees will be refunded in accordance with the NJYSA requirements.

CREDENTIALS & GUEST PLAYERS:
The competition is open to accepted teams composed of 18 or fewer players for U13–U15, 16 or fewer players for U11-U12 and 14 or fewer players for U8-U10, meeting the age limit of the specified division. Players must have been born during, or subsequent to the divisional year. Each team and player must be registered with US Youth Soccer and with a league affiliated with the USSF or national equivalent. US Club passes are permitted. A valid state roster is required. Player registration cards, duly authorized by state or national associations, will be required as proof of age. Out of state teams must have a copy of the permission to travel form, approved and signed by a USSF representative. The tournament is open to league teams only. Teams are permitted a maximum of 3 guest players to maximum on roster for age. Additionally, as per USYS Rule that U10 and younger teams may not play up in a tournament under any circumstances.

ENTRY FEE:
Once accepted the Entry Fee is non-refundable accept for cancellation of the tournament. In that event, 80% of the fee will be refunded. Reasons for cancellation might include weather, field usage, or sponsoring organization management decision. If a tournament is postponed or rescheduled, a new permission to host agreement must be submitted to NJYS and all teams that applied to the original date must be given the opportunity to withdraw from the revised date of the tournament with a full refund of their entry fees.

INCLEMENT WEATHER:
In the event of inclement weather, all teams must report to their fields at the assigned times. The tournament committee will have the authority to effect any changes necessary to games including but not limited to; relocation and/or reschedule any game, reduce duration of game, cancel any game. Games concluded after 26 minutes because of weather or interference will be considered official, the score at the end of the termination will stand.

LAWS OF THE GAME:
All games will be played in accordance with FIFA Laws except as specially modified by the rules of competition.

FAILURE TO SHOW AND FORFEITS:
It is expected that NO games will be forfeited during this tournament, as the expressed purpose of this tournament is to encourage good sportsmanship and participation in as much soccer as possible during the day. A team that cannot field 7 players within 10 minutes after the scheduled start time will forfeit the match. Any team that forfeits a match will not be eligible to win trophies and may be excluded from future MOSC tournament.

MATCHES:
Players and coaches shall be on the opposite side of the field from spectators. If there is no referee present within 10 minutes of the scheduled start time, the match will proceed with a volunteer referee until such time as the assigned referee arrives. In any event the score stands. No protest of game results will be allowed for any reason. The referee may obtain one volunteer from each team to serve as linesman for U8 – U12 games. These volunteers are not permitted to coach from the sideline. AGES U13 – U15 will use a 3 referee system.
When uniform colors are alike, the designated home team (the team listed first on the schedule) will change colors. Goalkeepers must not wear colors that are similar to those of their teammates, opponents or referees.

PATCHES:
Teams are expected to exchange club patches or pins.

GOLF CARTS POLICY:
You must have a valid New Jersey Drivers License to operate a golf cart at Tournaments.
MODIFICATIONS TO THE LAWS OF THE GAME:

All games will consist of two 25 minute halves with a 3 minute halftime. No overtime periods will be played. Corner Kicks shall be played as standard corner kicks. U13 - U15 will use a size # 5 ball. U08 - U12 will use a size # 4 ball. Substitutions without limit may be made with the referee’s permission.

1. after a goal is made
2. at the beginning of the second half
3. at a goal kick by either team
4. at a throw in by the team in possession.

Limited substitutions may be made with the referee’s permission:

1. In case of stoppage of play for an injury. On a one for one basis for the injured player(s)

PLAYER EQUIPMENT:

All team players must wear acceptable and identical uniforms consisting of shirt, shorts, socks, shin guards, and suitable footwear. All uniforms shall be appropriately numbered and such number shall coincide with the game roster. Soccer appropriate costumes are permitted during play. Costumes must have player’s number on them and all must be similar in color. Keepers (goalies) must wear a uniform distinctly different from the other players on both teams. Referee has final say on what is soccer appropriate. The Field Marshal or referee will direct the removal of any apparel that in his/her opinion may be dangerous and/or hazardous. In the event of a uniform color clash, the designated HOME team will change colors. In addition:

- All players must wear shin guards, and socks must be completely pulled up over shin guards.
- No player, including the keeper, will wear helmets, hard caps, or hats.
- No jewelry or hard hair ornaments may be worn.
- A player wearing a hard cast will NOT be allowed to participate in tournament play. Properly padded soft casts may be allowed only with the approval of the Head Tournament Referee, whose decision will be considered final.

GAME AND SCORE REPORTING:

The Field Marshal will supply the game ball and conduct a pre-game equipment and safety inspection.

The Field Marshal will be responsible to see that the scores of each game are accurately recorded. The Field Marshal will supply the game ball and conduct a pre-game equipment and safety inspection. The Field Marshal or referee will direct the removal of any apparel that in his/her opinion may be dangerous and/or hazardous. In the event of a uniform color clash, the designated HOME team will change colors. In addition:

- All players must wear shin guards, and socks must be completely pulled up over shin guards.
- No player, including the keeper, will wear helmets, hard caps, or hats.
- No jewelry or hard hair ornaments may be worn.
- A player wearing a hard cast will NOT be allowed to participate in tournament play. Properly padded soft casts may be allowed only with the approval of the Head Tournament Referee, whose decision will be considered final.

TOURNAMENT FORMAT:

Each team will play 2 games;

In flights with four (4) teams:

The winners of the first game in each flight will play each other for first and second place in their second game. Losers in the first game of each flight will play each other for third and fourth place in their second game.

In the event of a tie, the game winner will be the team with the greatest # of corner kicks. In the event of a corner kick tie, the first game goal scored win goes to that team. (Example; Final Score tied @ 1-1 & Corner Kicks tied @ 3-3 – Win goes to the team who scored a goal first) If score is 0-0 and corner kicks are tied, penalty shots will be used to determine the winning team. For U-10 and under all ties will stand in all flight formats.

In flights with three (3) teams:

Points shall be awarded by the following system to determine a flight winner.

Win 3 points
Tie 1 point
Loss 0 points

Bonus points will be awarded to a winning team to be used as tie breakers. One bonus point will be awarded for each goal a winning team scores in a game up to a maximum of three.

Thus a team winning by 3-0, 5-0 or 6-3 would receive 3 bonus points.

In case of a tie for flight winner or runner-up the tie shall be broken in the following manner.

a. most wins
b. head to head competition (if only two teams are tied)
c. bonus points
d. most goals – differential of 6 per game. Thus a team winning 6-0 counts 6 goals, 7-0 counts 6 goals, 7-1 counts 6 goals.
e. goals against
f. penalty kick shoot-out as governed by FIFA rules

PROTESTS:

There will be no protests. Decisions by the Referee, Tournament Director, Tournament Committee & its appointees are final.

AWARDS:

All U-10 and under players will receive participation awards. U-11 and older will be awarded 1st & 2nd place awards.

CONDUCT:

Players, coaches, and spectators are expected to conduct themselves within the spirit of the Law as well as the letter of the Law. Displays of temper or dissent are cause for ejection from the game and the field area. Players, coaches and team officials ejected from a game by the referee shall be ineligible for the remainder of the tournament. Any player or coach issued a red card will not be allowed to participate for the remainder of the tournament. The Tournament Director reserves the option to impose a more severe penalty if need be. All cards will be reported to the New Jersey Youth Soccer Association. Yellow cards are NOT cumulative for the tournament but are cumulative for each separate game. The referee has the right to require a coach to send any unruly spectator away from the field. Should that spectator refuse to leave the immediate field of play, the referee may abandon the game.